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a b s t r a c t 

One dozen vertically oriented thin rectangular vanes, 62 cm tall and 15.2 cm wide, were placed 27 cm 

from the center of heptane and ethanol pool fires in continuously fed, floor-flush pans 3.2 cm and 5.1 cm 

in diameter in the laboratory. The vanes were all oriented at the same fixed angles from the radial di- 

rection, for 9 different angles, ranging from 0 ◦ to 85 ◦ , thereby imparting 9 different levels of circulation 

to the air entrained by each pool fire. The different swirl levels were observed to engender dramatically 

different pool-fire structures. Moderate swirl suppresses the global puffing instability, replacing it by a 

global helical instability that generates a tall fire whirl, the height of which increases with increasing 

circulation. Except for the largest heptane pool, higher swirl levels produced vortex breakdown, resulting 

in the emergence of a bubble-like recirculation region with a ring vortex encircling the axis. Measured 

burning rates increase with increasing swirl levels as a consequence of the associated increasing inflow 

velocities reducing the thickness of the boundary layer within which combustion occurs right above the 

liquid surface, eventually forming detached edge flames in the boundary layer that move closer to the 

axis as the circulation is increased. Still higher circulation reduces the burning rate by decreasing the 

surface area of the liquid covered by the flame, thereby reducing the height of the fire whirl. Even higher 

circulation causes edge-flame detachment, resulting in formation of the blue whirl identified in recent 

literature, often meandering over the surface of the liquid in the present experiments. This sequence of 

events is documented herein. 

© 2019 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Aside from the inherent thermochemical and transport param-

ters associated with the fuel, the gas-phase motion induced by

uoyancy, for an axisymmetric pool fire of a liquid contained in

 round pool of radius a , is controlled by a single dimensionless

umber, the Rayleigh number Ra = (ga 3 ) / (νD T ) , defined here with

se of the kinematic viscosity ν and thermal diffusivity D T of the

mbient air, with g denoting the gravitational acceleration; alter-

atively, the associated Grashof number Gr = (ga 3 ) /ν2 could have

een selected, since the Prandtl number ν/ D T is practically con-

tant. Imposition of circulation of air about the axis introduces a

econd controlling parameter, which may be taken to be the inlet

ngle α between the inward radial component of velocity and the

ircumferential component of velocity at a specified, geometrically

imilar, external location in the surrounding air. The purpose of the

resent investigation is to explore the influence of this second con-
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rolling parameter on the structure and dynamics of axisymmet-

ic pool fires, thereby helping to improve our understanding of fire

hirls, which have been thoroughly reviewed recently [1] . 

A distinctive characteristic of liquid-pool flames is their ten-

ency to develop self-sustained oscillations, shedding large toroidal

oherent structures at a well-defined frequency while maintain-

ng axial symmetry, a phenomenon referred to in the literature as

puffing”. It is well established that, under normal conditions of

emperature and pressure, diffusion flames formed over hydrocar-

on fuel pools larger than a few centimeters in diameter puff with

 frequency on the order of f ∼ √ 

g/a [2–5] . Despite earlier opin-

ons to the contrary, favoring a convective instability [5] , pool-fire

uffing recently has been definitively shown [6] to correspond to a

ydrodynamic global instability of the flow, the onset of which is

ssociated with a critical value of the Rayleigh number. 

The puffing phenomenon of pool fires is not seen in fire whirls,

hich exhibit quite different types of fluid flow [1] , more closely

esembling then flow in fully developed turbulent buoyant plumes.

he entrainment rate of the turbulent plume developing above

he flame, linearly proportional to the burning rate, increases

ith the two thirds power of the vertical distance, inducing in the
. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2019.03.032
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup used in this study. 
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surrounding atmosphere a flow that is largely inviscid, with the

exception of a thin boundary-layer region adjacent to the horizon-

tal wall [7] . The deflection of the induced radial inflow at geomet-

rical constraints found in the far field, such as vertical vanes in

experiments or topographic features in wildland fires, may intro-

duce an azimuthal velocity component, leading to the establish-

ment of swirling motion. The centripetal acceleration of the re-

sulting swirling flow, whose magnitude �2 / r 3 is proportional to

the square of the flow circulation � and inversely proportional to

the cube of the distance to the axis r , is balanced by the radial

pressure gradient. Viscous forces slow down the swirling motion

in a near-wall boundary layer, where the imposed pressure gradi-

ent generates a strong radial inflow with characteristic velocities

v r increasing on approaching the axis according to v r ∼�o / r , where

�o is the value of the circulation outside the boundary layer [8] .

As suggested by previous experimental results [9] , the collision of

this wall jet over the fuel pool plays a key role in the formation of

the columnar vortex at the base of the fire whirl. 

A number of different approaches have been employed to gen-

erate fire whirls in the laboratory for visual observations and sci-

entific measurements. The earliest design employed two slightly

offset, vertically oriented, semi-cylindrical surfaces surrounding the

pool that leave two small slits for the tangential inflow of the en-

trained air [10] . This configuration, which has often been used for

scientific measurements, extending to recent times [11,12] , or vari-

ations of it involving offset vertical planar walls, can be quite con-

venient but does not afford easy access to investigating effects of

different inlet angles α. That angle can be easily adjusted if the

circular walls are replaced by a rotating cylindrical screen [13] , but

that requires construction of a more elaborate, motor-driven appa-

ratus. It is more convenient to employ a set of long vertical flow

vanes placed at an adjustable angle with respect to the radial di-

rection, as was done in an experimental study of dust devils [14] .

This last approach is the one selected here. As a consequence of

this selection, the results reported below, including the specific se-

quence of flow phenomena occurring for increasing α, pertain to

fire whirls where the swirling motion is driven by plume entrain-

ment, as often occurs in realistic scenarios, and might be different

from those observed in experimental configurations involving ro-

tating screens or tangential blowers, for example, for which the

level of swirl attainable is independent of the near-axis flow en-

trainment. 

Just as for any other slender swirling flow, dust devils and

fire whirls may be subject to vortex breakdown [15,16] (an abrupt

change in the flow structure with a very pronounced retardation

of the streamwise flow leading to the formation of a stagnation

point along the axis and a corresponding divergence of the stream

surfaces). Recent experiments [17] have unveiled the existence of

a new type of whirling flame, developing after vortex breakdown,

with a fundamentally different structure consisting of a light blue

inverted cone at the base, extending outward to a bright ring, fol-

lowed by a purple haze above. This so-called blue whirl has been

found as a transient object evolving naturally from a traditional

fire whirl as the circulation is increased [18] . Its existence has been

shown to rely on the presence of the recirculating-flow bubble that

results from the vortex breakdown, which can develop only for suf-

ficiently large ambient circulation [19] . All of these phenomena are

encountered in the present study. 

2. The experimental arrangement 

In our experiments, the inclination angle α of the vanes with

respect to the radial direction (see Fig. 1 ) is used as a direct con-

trolling mechanism to set the level of ambient circulation, with

�∝ tan α. The case α = 0 corresponds to a swirl-free atmosphere,

and it results in puffing flames whose stability characteristics have
een studied recently [6] . For α close to α = 90 ◦, the resulting

uter flow conditions can be expected to approach those present

n experiments using two slightly offset semi-cylindrical surfaces.

he entire range of swirl levels and associated stationary swirling-

ame solutions are to be explored here by sequentially modifying

he value of α in a series of experiments for a given fuel and a

iven pool radius. 

The experimental facility, depicted in Fig. 1 , was designed us-

ng as a basis the setup recently employed to study the onset of

ool-fire puffing [6] . A set of twelve vertical acrylic vanes with a

idth of 15.2 cm and a height of 61 cm was placed at a large ra-

ial distance to deflect the radial air inflow induced by the en-

rainment of the flame and induce a swirling motion. Although

his method has been employed to produce swirl in seminal ex-

eriments of dust-devil dynamics [14] , it does not appear to have

een employed in fire-whirl experiments. The angle of inclination

f the vanes with respect to the radial direction, α, serves to con-

rol the level of swirl, as previously discussed. The burner, which

its in the center of a 90 cm × 90 cm × 12.7 mm PVC table, is com-

osed of a 20 cm × 20 cm × 6.35 mm aluminum plate with a circu-

ar hole of diameter 2 a = 32 mm or 2 a = 51 mm in its center, and

n aluminum fuel holder mounted underneath. 

To prevent convective currents in the liquid fuel, the fuel holder

s filled nearly to the rim with a layer of glass beads (3 mm in

iameter). The fuel holder is connected to an external fuel tank

ith a cross-sectional area of approximately 350 cm 

2 �πa 2 . In

his manner, once the height of the tank is adjusted so that the
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urner is filled to the desired level with fuel, this level remains

ssentially constant during the course of a measurement (typically

bout five minutes). The external tank is placed on a high-precision

oad cell to allow measurement of the fuel-consumption rate. 

External perturbations to the flame are minimized by surround-

ng the complete experiment with acrylic shielding walls, the vol-

me between these walls and the vanes, as well as the opening at

he top, being large enough that the air contained therein differs

egligibly from that which would be present in a quiescent am-

ient atmosphere. The flame dynamics corresponding to a given

wirl level was recorded with a Panasonic Lumix FZ300 camera at

 frame rate of 120 fps. At each angle α, the flame is allowed to

urn for a few minutes so that the system reaches a steady state

efore beginning simultaneous data acquisition of flame behavior

nd burning rate. The latter was obtained by averaging the fuel

onsumption over one-minute intervals, with differences in burn-

ng rates measured over consecutive intervals remaining always

maller than 5%, hence confirming the steady operation of the sys-

em. 

. Experimental results and discussion 

.1. Sample flame images and associated burning rate 

Results were obtained for two fuel-pool diameters, 2 a = 32 mm

 Ra = 111 , 0 0 0 ) and 2 a = 51 mm ( Ra = 451 , 0 0 0 ), and values of the

ow-vane inclination angle in the range from 0 ◦ to 85 ◦. To test

ffects of radiant energy flux, experiments were conducted for

wo fuels with different sooting propensity, namely ethanol (low

ropensity) and heptane (high propensity). For the pool sizes con-

idered, the resulting flames are always unsteady. A summary of

ample flame instantaneous images, selected from the videos to il-

ustrate the different flow phenomena occurring at each inclination

ngle, is presented in Fig. 2 . As the inclination angle is increased,

he flames are seen in this figure to experience transitions through

 series of stages, each of which is described in the following sub-

ections. 

Figure 3 shows the measured fuel consumption rates associ-

ted with the experiments in Fig. 2 . With increasing levels of am-

ient swirl (i.e. increasing values of the inclination angle α), the

uel consumption first increases, then reaches a maximum, beyond

hich it is seen to decrease again. The initial increase is associated

ith an increased rate of heat transfer to the fuel surface caused

y the flame sheet lying closer to the fuel surface. The flame, at-

ached to the rim of the pan, is in a boundary layer that becomes

hinner as α increases. The final decrease in fuel-consumption rate

s associated with a detachment of the flame edge from the rim,

ffectively reducing the rate of fuel vaporization (see Section 3.4 ).

he higher burning rate of heptane than ethanol results from its

igher heat-transfer rate. 

.2. Helical global modes 

For both values of the fuel-pool diameters used in this set of ex-

eriments the associated Rayleigh numbers are supercritical in the

bsence of ambient circulation (i.e. for α = 0 ), so that the resulting

ame puffs in a nearly axisymmetric fashion, as predicted by the

lobal instability analysis [6] . The global puffing instability is sup-

ressed by the appearance of a stationary helical global instability

s the level of swirl in the surrounding atmosphere increases for

ncreasing α. A strong puffing-free fire whirl is eventually seen to

orm, around α � 50 ◦. 

These observations indicate that the formation of a fire whirl

equires a sufficient level of ambient swirl, corresponding to a suf-

ciently large value of the inclination angle α. This is consistent

ith the present knowledge of liquid-pool-fire stability. Thus, in
he absence of ambient swirl, the global hydrodynamic instabil-

ty of liquid-pool fires is dominated by the azimuthal mode num-

er m = 0 (axisymmetric), the puffing mode [6] , resulting in the

uffing flame shown for α = 0 in Fig. 2 . Under these swirl-free

onditions, values of m ≥ 1 (helical) modes display lower growth

ates and consequently play a secondary role in the resulting

ame dynamics. The axisymmetric instability mode is also domi-

ant in jet diffusion flames [20] , low-density jets [21] , and buoyant

lumes [22,23] . 

The presence of ambient swirl may change this stability be-

avior. It may be expected that the growth rate of the axisym-

etric ( m = 0 ) and helical ( m ≥ 1) modes carries a dependence on

he level of ambient swirl, additional to the dependence on the

ayleigh number Ra . The transition from puffing to whirling there-

ore is likely to be associated with the critical swirl level at which

he growth rate of the helical mode (possibly m = 1 ) exceeds that

f the axisymmetric mode. Global stability analyses accounting for

he presence of ambient swirl, which are not yet available, would

e needed to test this inference, providing accurate quantification

f the transition conditions. It is known that such modes exist, but

t has not been established that any of them can reach instability

t lower Rayleigh numbers than that for the axial mode. 

The higher ambient circulation associated with larger values of

is accompanied by a larger radial pressure gradient, which, in

urn, accelerates radially the gas in the near-wall boundary-layer

egion surrounding the base of the fire. This affects the diffusion

ame that develops from the pool rim, causing it to approach the

uel-pool surface, increasing the associated fuel vaporization rate

nd resulting in stronger fire whirls with larger heights. 

.3. Vortex breakdown 

An additional increase of the inclination to α = 70 ◦ further

engthens the fire whirl, with the resulting strong swirling motion

eading to vortex breakdown of the columnar flame, indicated by

he emergence of a bubble-like recirculating region (see Fig. 4 ). Al-

hough vortex breakdown has been known to be present in fire

hirls [13] and dust devils [14] , the specific conditions needed for

ts development and the resulting effects on the flow are still not

ully understood. The associated problem, however, is fundamen-

ally different from that of vortex breakdown in technological ap-

lications pertaining to combustion, in which the swirling motion

s imparted in the jet stream [24] , with the ratio of the fluxes of

ngular momentum to axial momentum defining a swirl number

hat characterizes vortex breakdown [15] . A critical swirl number

f order unity defines in these combustors the transition from a

lender jet to a vortex-breakdown flow with a stagnation point

long the axis. 

In contrast to swirl combustors, the definition of a swirl num-

er determining the critical conditions for formation of vortex

reakdown in fire whirls is not clear. For fire whirls, the break-

own bubble forms in the near-pool region where the incoming

oundary-layer flows at all angles collide at the center to give an

prising jet flow [14] . The presence of a stagnation point deflect-

ng the flow reduces the axial momentum flux, thereby limiting

he resulting fire-whirl height, as shown in Fig. 4 . Present experi-

ental observations appear to indicate that the bubble moves to-

ards the fuel-pool surface as the value of α is increased further.

he conditions for vortex breakdown to occur in fire whirls, as well

s the subsequent history of the breakdown bubble, are in need of

urther investigation. Such studies may clarify why breakdown did

ot occur for the larger heptane fire, which exhibited a substan-

ially higher burning rate and radiant energy flux level, although

reakdown may have been seen if it had been possible to place

he vanes at a larger distance from the axis. 
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Fig. 2. Sample flame images for two fuels, two fuel-pool diameters, and a range of flow-vane inclination angles. 
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Fig. 3. Fuel consumption as a function of ambient swirl, for heptane and ethanol, 

and two different fuel-pool diameters. The experimental measurements, repre- 

sented by symbols, are connected by dashed lines to facilitate visualization of the 

results. 

Fig. 4. The appearance of a recirculation bubble as a consequence of vortex break- 

down, for heptane with a fuel-pool diameter 2 a = 32 mm . 
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.4. Fire-whirl height reduction 

The anchoring of the flame edge at the pool rim depends criti-

ally on the strain rate imposed by the incoming radial flow, with

igher strain rates for increasing values of α. As explained in the

ntroduction, the results of an early theoretical analysis pertaining

o the boundary-layer flow induced by a potential vortex [8] sug-

est that the flow surrounding the fire whirl includes a near-wall
Fig. 5. Detachment of the flame edge from the rim, lifting of the flame edge, and the
adial jet with characteristic radial velocity v r ∼�o / r ; the associ-

ted near-wall velocity gradients at first decrease with decreasing

adius through boundary-layer growth, then reach a minimum, and

nally increase according to ∼�o / r 
2 as the radius approaches zero,

here �o is the value of the circulation at the outer edge of the

oundary layer. As can be expected from edge-flame theory [25] ,

he flame may remain attached provided that the strain rate at

he rim of the fuel pool, of order �o / a 
2 , does not exceed a critical

alue, given in order of magnitude by the inverse of the residence

ime across the stoichiometric planar deflagration [25] . Since in

he experiments �o ∝ tan α, a sufficiently large value of α should

ause detachment of the edge flame from its near-rim anchoring

egion. The location of the flame edge over the fuel surface after

etachment becomes determined by a balance between the edge

ame-spread propagation velocity [26,27] and the boundary-layer

adial inflow. 

As can be seen in Fig. 2 , all flames with α ≤ 60 ◦ remain at-

ached. For larger values of α the edge flame recedes from the

ool edge, moving radially inward to a location over the fuel-

ool surface where it encounters a lower strain rate, as seen for

= 70 ◦ and, more clearly, for α = 75 ◦. The reduced extent of the

ame base results in a smaller global fuel-vapor vaporization rate,

ignificantly limiting the height of the associated flame, as seen

ost dramatically in the flow established for α = 80 ◦. The result-

ng shortened fire whirl moves continuously around the axis as

he edge-flame wanders in response to the boundary-layer flow

n these experiments. Although differently designed experiments

ight eliminate this wandering, there is nothing in the present

ests that could stabilize whatever in-plane instabilities promote

he observed meander. 

Shown in Fig. 5 are close-up views at the base of the larger

f the two ethanol fires, for conditions corresponding to the last

ve angles of Fig. 2 . In the first frame at the left, with α � 60 ◦, the

ame is seen to remain attached to the edge of the pool, the strain

ate there being insufficient to produce detachment. In the second

icture from the left, for α � 70 ◦, the edge flame is seen to begin

o recede from the pool rim. The last three photographs, from 75 ◦

o 85 ◦, document how the flame eventually begins to lift up out of

he boundary layer as the circulation is increased. 

.5. Flame lift-off and transition to blue whirl 

After the edge flame lifts up from the pool surface, the presence

f the stagnation point near the bottom of the vortex-breakdown

ecirculating bubble enables it to stabilize at a new location, lead-

ng to the formation of a lifted partially premixed front belonging

o the blue-whirl family [17–19,28] . Although the shape of the re-

ulting front is drastically different from that of triple flames prop-

gating along mixing layers, it can be conjectured that the light

lue cone at the base (present even in the far-right frame of the
 formation of a blue whirl, for ethanol with a fuel-pool diameter 2 a = 51 mm . 
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figure but essentially impossible to see because of excessively weak

blue emissions) corresponds to a rich branch, the bright ring iden-

tifies the stoichiometric point, and the purple haze above is the

lean flame, which curves inwards in response to the surrounding

radial velocity. Since the flame is lifted from the surface, the effect

of heat conduction to the fuel is necessarily limited. Hence, with

radiation being also unimportant in these soot-free flames, convec-

tion appears to be the only effective mechanism transferring heat

from the flame front to the fuel surface. This observation further

underscores the importance of the flow structure in the collision

region at the base of the flame [14] . 

4. Conclusions 

It is noteworthy that the relatively simple apparatus described

here can produce such a wide variety of pool-fire and fire-whirl

phenomena, merely by varying the single entry-angle parameter

α. The experimental observations reported here help to improve

our understanding of fire-whirl phenomena, although it should be

abundantly clear from the preceding discussion that much more

research is needed to obtain good quantitative knowledge of these

intriguing phenomena. 
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